
 A Vin e ya rd  Ga s  Ma rke t in g  P u b lica t ion 18 -Ap r-22

CURRENT AVG
NYMEX $$ CONTRACT NYMEX
STRIPS (Dth) MONTH (Dth)

May-22 $7.820
Jun-22 $7.958
Jul-22 $8.042

Aug-22 $8.038
Sep-22 $8.003
Oct-22 $8.013

Apr '22 $5.336 Nov-22 $8.086
Dec-22 $8.263
Jan-23 $8.367
Feb-23 $8.091
Mar-23 $7.084
Apr-23 $5.003

 

Week Ending This Year  Net Change Last Year 5-yr. Average
8-Apr-22 1,397 15 1,836 1,700
1-Apr-22 1,382 (33) 1,781 1,667

25-Mar-22 1,415 26 1,762 1,659

May-2022 $107.85
Jun-2022 $107.31
Jul-2022 $106.11

Aug-2022 $104.39

The Natural Gas Grapevine is a complimentary publication of the Vineyard Gas Marketing Division of Vineyard Oil & Gas.  This data is for informational purposes only.  
Vineyard is not responsible for the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of this data.  All data included in this publication is publicly accessible. 
Sources include the New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX), The DOE Energy Information Administration, Platts Gas Daily and Accuweather.com.  All data was obtained from the source websites.
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12 Months $7.731

Summer -'22           
(6 months)

Winter - '22-'23         
(5 months)

$7.979

$7.978

As of: Settlement 04/18/2022
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CURRENT W O RKING STO RAGE BALANCE

Week Ending 4/8/2022

Scan code to visit our website Chillier trending springtime forecasts over the weekend contributed 
further bullish momentum for rallying natural gas futures, which continued to 
advance in early trading Monday. The May Nymex contract was up 27.6 cents 
to $7.576/MMBtu at around 8:55 a.m. ET. Forecasts trended cooler over the 
long holiday weekend to increase weather-driven demand expectations, with 
heating demand still taking precedence over cooling demand at this point in 
the season, according to Bespoke Weather Services. 

“The changes were spread out, with the next couple of days colder, and 
then another cooler change coming next week, as the next western U.S. 
trough that arrives this week ejects eastward, similar to its last couple of 
predecessors,” Bespoke said 

“With the natural gas market on the price-inelastic portion of the forward 
curve, however, even recent price gains are unable to fundamentally offset the 
weather-induced tightening,” EBW senior analyst Eli Rubin said. “Technically, 
prices are likely to press higher toward $7.71.”

“Nonetheless, with momentum firmly bullish and the market ill-equipped 
to handle any further bullish shocks, notable continued gains for natural gas 
remain likely this summer,” Rubin said.

After accounting for total supply impacts of production, imports and 
exports, the latest estimates from Bespoke showed balances sitting in line with 
year-earlier levels. This “is simply not enough to allow the market any comfort
with projected storage levels for later this year,” the firm said. “As a result, 
prices continue moving higher, and will continue to do so until more 
production shows up. At the risk of being complacent, it seems a move to at 
least $8.00 in prompt month is becoming inevitable.”
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